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About This Game

You’ve been hired by the Hyperspace Delivery Service to make a delivery to planet Miridian V.

Located on the other side of explored space, the trip to Miridian V w 5d3b920ae0
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English

hyperspace delivery service

Excellent retro space game in the tradition of Star Trek 25th Anniversary as well as FTL.

Devlog #2 - Hazard Mechanics : Happy New Year all! Heres hoping that 2019 is a great one for you. Im very excited to be
bringing you Bubbles the Cat in a few months time! Continuing a little in theme off the previous blog post, I thought Id start
taking a look at the different hazards Bubbles will encounter and what I hope they will bring to the table in terms of level
design.. Devlog #4 - Content Complete! : Just a quick update this time around - but the good news is that Ive finished work on
what I anticipate will be the last level in the game. The game is now content complete; Ive got all the stuff in there that I would
consider a minimum for releasing. I can reveal that the game now has 125 levels which - depending on how you play - will
occupy you for up to 8-12 hours, subject to skill level and how much of a completionist you are. and this is before adding new
game modes that I hope will mix the gameplay up; in short, there's a lot for players to do! Note that this doesnt mean Im done
yet! Theres polishing to do, more features Id like to add and tweaks to those levels Id like to make before launching the game.
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Once I have a solid release date, I'll be sure to share it with you - following Team Cats & Bears on Twitter and wishlisting the
game will not only allow you to keep up with this news, but will also really help the game's development out.. Devlog #7 -
Boosts! : Hey folks! Today Id like to shine light on a feature that I suspect many of you will pass over, but for some may make a
huge difference to their enjoyment of the game - and thats the Boosts feature.. Bubbles the Cat releases April 12th! : Just a
quick break from our regularly scheduled devlogs to let you know that Bubbles now has a release date.. Devlog #5 - Why Did
You Make a One-Button Platformer? (or: SpecialEffect are the Bestest) : Hi gang! Today Im going to talk about my motivations
for making the game a one-button platformer. Ive certainly been asked this question a few times and hopefully this devlog will
give you a good insight as to why Ive gone with this control scheme. First things first; this has been the design goal for the game
from the very beginning when I was first prototyping it and isnt something that came about by accident. Although the game
changed form somewhat during that prototyping phase, having only a single button input was always a core tenet of the games
design.. Devlog #6 - Super Slick Platforming : Howdy yall! This time Im going to show you the little tweaks I made to the games
platforming logic to make it feel just right.
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